De novis libris iudicia


This large volume includes some thirty lectures delivered in a colloquium, which had been arranged in 1981 to honour the 200th anniversary of the great Italian scholar Bartolomeo Borghesi. The articles, in Italian and French, are of interest to anybody doing research in the history of classical scholarship. Borghesi's role in the history of the study of epigraphy as well as his achievements in the study of ancient and medieval history and numismatics are characterized from various points of view. Special attention is paid to his connexions with his contemporaries, especially with eminent scholars and men of letters, such as Niebuhr and Leopardi. Borghesi's fame in his own and later times is described in the large introductory chapter by Augusto Campana. The second part of the book, which is devoted to Borghesi's political ideas and to his status as a public figure, provides important material for political historians studying the Italian Risorgimento and the history of the Republic of San Marino. The third part contains valuable documentary material, Borghesi's letters in particular.

Hanna Riikonen


The author of this ponderous monograph uses an impressive arsenal of terms and concepts from the philosophy of aesthetics and from his previous studies Zur Systemtheorie der Historie, Logische Ästhetik der Gesellschaft als Philosophie der Praxis, and Von der Logik des Sinns zum Sinn der Kunst. The classical scholar need not despair, however. Behind its facade of deterrent armament the book is, to all intents and purposes, a detailed, penetrating and largely judicious interpretation of the Iliad as visualizing literature. Typical of Homeric poetry is, according to R., "das Leben anzuschauen in bildhaften Situationen" (p. 11) for which the social context is always relevant. Such situations are followed up and discussed in due order from the first to the last song of the Iliad.

Obviously this kind of interpretation of virtually the whole of the Iliad implies the raising of many controversial points, and much overlapping of long-since accepted truths. Sometimes, perhaps too often, the reader feels he is caught up in a vortex of hermeneutic circles. Yet the thesis of Homer's visualizing scenes seems basically sound, and the consistent application of it (whatever one thinks of R.'s obsession with the idea of 'Situativität') must be regarded as profitable both for classicists and for theorists of literary art.
"Because those who teach and study Greek and Latin literature have lost the sense of its importance for humanity, the study of those literatures has declined, and will decline until they quit their philological isolation and again join in the movement of current human thought", Milman Parry said in a speech quoted as motto in the book. R.’s book certainly does not break through the walls of esotericism, but within these safe walls it constitutes a competent contribution, a memento, and a challenge.

H. Thesleff


Professor Vivante, author of The Homeric Imagination. A Study of Homer’s Perception of Reality (Indiana University Press, 1970), claims in his new study that Homeric poetic expression is characterized by the principle of imaginative focus, and that the study of Homeric verse should be concerned, in the first place, with establishing this point of focus or qualitative identity. The epithet is chosen, because it is a syntactic unit which most naturally embraces the range of implicit meaning characteristic of poetic language. Moreover, and here is the crux of Vivante’s provocative argument, the Homeric epithet has been used in the past to posit a peremptory differentiation between literary and oral poetry; Vivante dismisses the fashionable notion of "oral aesthetics", which, he contends, is based on the misinterpretation of Parry’s studies of the formulaic epithet.

The book is of considerable interest not only to the student of Homer but also to those concerned with poetic theories. It is divided into three sections which examine the epithet in poetic language, the syntax and semantics of the Homeric epithet (this is the section most directly dealing with the close textual analysis of Homer), and the section discussing theories of the epithet from the historical and philosophical aspects. What emerges is a detailed investigation of the function of the Homeric epithet, in which Vivante is able to show, rather convincingly, how it functions within the compass of the experienced moment, and is not ornamental or rhetorical, but concrete in character and of imaginative focus. The book is also an impassioned plea for Homeric originality. Homer’s epithets represent a lyric element, rather than epic heroic, as Parry, for instance, has argued. Tradition in Homer has not supplanted thought, as the studies of the "oral school" of Homer would easily lead us to believe; thus Vivante becomes one of the strongest modern defenders of the view that the Homeric epics demonstrate a certain perceptive principle and one poetic intelligence at work. This may well be the dominant emphasis in Homeric studies for some time to come — up to now reviewed in J. P. Holoka’s 'Homeric Originality: a Survey', Classical World 66,5 (1973) 257—93.
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